
Christine Howard

CHRISTINE HOWARD is a recognized and respected

business leader dedicated to creating transformative

products and coaching services, books and talks

instrumental for awakening the radiance and power of

women’s true beauty and their ability to achieve their

soul centered calling.

Signature Talk

Contact Information

chris@yourcoachchris.com 619-980-6096

Coach, Speaker, Product Creator

"The radiance of a woman is fully expressed when she wholeheartedly loves herself, puts 

her gifts and talents into action, and passionately pursues the callings of her soul.”

Her passion and commitment to inspire the lives of

women came from her own transformational

heartbreak. Rising from a startling diagnosis of breast

cancer followed by a painful divorce, today she is

known as an expert on Radiant Achievement and

teaches and speaks to audiences everywhere. She’s

found that a woman’s level of self love, appreciation

and connection to their intuition and unique gifts

directly impacts their ability to manifest a purposeful

and empowered life.

5 Simple Steps to 

Confidently Radiate Your True Beauty

In this highly experiential introductory talk

CHRISTINE HOWARD shows you the 5 SIMPLE

STEPS that can immediately shift how you show up

in business and in your personal life -- paving the

way for a more confident, radiant you!

It is here that Christine engages with audience

members to educate them on the power and impact

of a morning ritual, teach them why self-love is

important first thing in the day, and guide them to

experience the power of this process first hand.

Previous Speaking Engagements

 Conversations with Amazing Women LIVE with Marsh Engle
 Wine, Women and Wealth event (hosted by Lesa Artzberger)
 The Soul of Beauty retreat (hosted by Terese Santos)
 Self-Care Day event (hosted by Just In Time for Foster

Youth)
 Huna Practices workshop (hosted by Nancy O'Fallon)
 North County Natural Medicine New Year's Cleanse

Program (hosted by Dr. Heather Sandison, ND)

 Marsh Engle: Conversations With Amazing Women 
 The Alyssa B. Jackson Podcast "Quitters"  
 The Talk of San Diego hosted by Nadirah Bray
 Self-Love Sisterhood hosted by Jennifer Escalera
 Female Fat-Loss Summit hosted by Kellee Rutley
 Your Wealth Hour hosted by Ryan White and Karen Kaseno, 

ESPN 1700 AM Radio
 30 Minute Mom (TV Channel 6 News Segment)

Speaker Testimonials

"Christine Howard shares her story of personal growth including her
fight with breast cancer and the end of her marriage in a dynamic,
moving and empowering talk. Her story of triumph is inspiring
because her trials are so authentic and relatable. Experiences that
would make most people feel hopeless turn into an opportunity for
creativity and growth both personally and in business."

Dr. Heather Sandison ND, Founder North County Natural Medicine

“Christine Howard speaks from the empowered voice of experience,
knowledge, insight and inspiration. She easily and masterfully
guides her audiences into a deeper understanding of their own
strengths and practices they can implement to achieve greater self-
confidence and more. This is a woman who knows what it takes to
transform, thrive and stand strong in her radiance, the perfect
reflection of a new paradigm of leadership.”

Marsh Engle, Founder AMAZING WOMAN NATION
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